NOTICES

Riyadh Armed Forces Hospital Fourth International Course on Magnetic Resonance Imaging

The Departments of Radiology, Medical Physics and Medical Studies of the Riyadh Armed Forces Hospital are sponsoring the Fourth Course on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) on 2-5 October 1994. The course will provide an overview of MRI technology, and basic principles, current, and future applications of MRI in the whole body. Currenly minimal or potential applications of MRI spectroscopy will also be discussed. Small group workshops on basic physics, neuro-applications, musculoskeletal and genitourinary systems will be provided for all participants. Fees: 1300 Saudi Riyals (18 = 3-75 Riyals); 650 Saudi Riyals for medical staff-in-training; 325 Saudi Riyals for radiographers.

For further information contact: Department of Medical Studies, Armed Forces Hospital, PO Box 7897, Riyadh 11159, Saudi Arabia. Tel: ++966 1 477 7714 (Ext. 2289/2269); Fax: ++966 1 477 7194/477 9168.

Third International Congress of Movement Disorders

The congress will be held on 8-12 November 1994 in Lake Buena Vista (Orlando), Florida, USA. The deadline for abstract submission is 1 April 1994. For further information contact: Central Headquarters Office, The Movement Disorder Society, PO Box 6, Clarasstrasse 57, CH-4005 Basel, Switzerland. Tel: ++41 61 691 5111; Fax: ++41 61 691 81 89.

BOOK REVIEWS

All titles reviewed here are available from the BMJ Bookshop, PO Box 295, London WC1H 9TE. Prices in guide postage in the United Kingdom and for members of the British Forces Overseas, but overseas customers should add £2 per item for postage and packing. Payment can be made by cheque in sterling drawn on a United Kingdom bank, or by credit card (Mastercard, Visa or American Express) stating card number, expiry date, and your full name.


For the purposes of this book the "amnesic syndrome" is defined in terms of permanent, non-progressive forms of amnesia linked to cerebral pathology. In practice the disorders considered as meeting this definition are amnesic phenomena associated with such things as the Memories-Korsakoff syndrome, temporal lobe damage, diencephalic and thalamic lesions, herpes simplex encephalitis and anterior communicating aneurysms. After introductory chapters discussing models of memory and the assessment of memory disorders, neuropsychological research into deviation from each of the above causes is described. The book concludes with a discussion of some underlying theoretical issues and a brief chapter on the remediation of memory disorders.

Because the neuropsychology of amnesia is a heavily researched area with a large volume of potentially relevant published work, this book attempts to encompass a great deal in little more than 150 pages. This is inevitably selective and occasionally skates a little thinly over some details that might suggest reservations about the picture that is being given. Nevertheless, the selection is generally judicious and the discussion is almost always clear and easy to follow as well as being up-to-date.

Overall this book can certainly be recommended as a useful and clear introduction to the psychology of amnesic syndromes. As such it fills a definite gap and deserves to be widely read by members of the various disciplines concerned with the problem of amnesia and not just by psychologists.

E MILLER


This book primarily serves as a permanent record of the proceedings of the 8th European Symposium of the National Down Syndrome Society of the US, held in New York in January 1992. Its contents are 17 unedited, rapid reproduction manuscripts covering clinical aspects of dementia in Down's syndrome, chromosome 21, and animal models. Thus, there is considerable variation in the balance between review, and reporting of personal research work. A good proportion of the material is also repeated from chapter to chapter.

The contents explore a number of associations. First, the development of features of Alzheimer's disease in Down's syndrome or trisomy 21, which pointed towards the second main observation of mutations of the amyloid precursor protein gene in some families with Alzheimer's disease. There is also an apparent increase in Down's syndrome in relatives of a family with Alzheimer's disease. The observation that amyloid may be deposited in the brain in Down's syndrome and normal people as long as 30 years before the onset of dementia also appears to support amyloid as the prerequisite for neuronal loss and tangles. However the link between the amyloid gene mutations in Alzheimer's disease, and the pathogenesis of Alzheimer pathology in Down's and Alzheimer's remains obscure. Since preparation of the book, a cloud has descended over the validity of early claims that trisomic models with alterations of normal amyloid precursor protein expression develop neuronal loss and tangles. This book will have a fairly limited appeal, mainly to budding research scien-

Devic's neuromyelitis optica and Schilder's myelinoclastic diffuse sclerosis

I read with interest the article by Hainfellner et al reporting the occurrence of Devic's neuromyelitis optica and Schilder's myelinoclastic diffuse sclerosis. I was surprised to find no information about anti-DNA antibodies or complement levels. Furthermore it was stated that the erythrocyte sedimentation rate was 27 mm in the first hour and that necropsy revealed perivascular lymphoid cell infiltrates of varying prominence. These findings, including the observation of cerebrospinal fluid immunoglobulin abnormalities, can be seen in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). It is known that SLE may induce Devic's syndrome and may lead to a false diagnosis of demyelinating disease, especially when systemic manifestations of the disease are not yet present.

Followed a patient with SLE and Devic's syndrome who was reported elsewhere. What are the arguments against SLE being the cause of the disease observed in the patient reported by Hainfellner et al?

N MAVROUDAKIS

Department of Neurology, Hippitcal Erasrne, ULB, Rosas de Lernhe, 808, 1079 Brussels, Belgium
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**Temporal summation**
key to motor evoked potential spinal cord monitoring in humans: short report, 104

**Tetraparesis**, palatal myoclonus, other brainstem signs, ataxia, and Rosenthal fibre formation, familial disorder associated with, 977

**Thalamic stimulation**, chronic, improves tremor and levodopa induced dyskinesias in Parkinson’s disease, 268

**Theophylline associated seizures**, amnesic syndrome following, 731 abs

**Thoracic discos** prolated, antero-lateral approach, 572 abs

**Thrombosis**, cerebral venous sinus, induced by ‘ecstasy’: correspondence, 1035

**Thyrectomy** and azathioprine have no effect on phenotype of CD4 T lymphocyte subsets in myasthenia gravis, 46

**Thyroid hormones**, serum, and myocardial function, in epileptic patients on carbamazepine: short report, 710

**Tibial nerve somatosensory evoked potentials**, and degree of peripheral neuropathy, IDD, 58

**Titanium cranioplasty**, post-operative radiology, 1334 abs

**Tonic clineic status epilepticus**, 125

**Transcranial Doppler** detection of anterior cerebral artery vasospasm, 906

**Transcranial stimulation**, and inhibition of motor unit discharge: matters arising, 853

**Transfer of neurosurgical patients**, audit, 1333 abs

**Transient cerebral ischaemia**, intracranial tumours that mimic, large multicentre trial: lesson of the month, 563

**Transient epileptic amnesia**, clinical update and reinforcement, 1184

**Transient global amnesia**
abnormal cerebral blood flow following: correspondence, 1327
neuropsychological and SPECT scan findings during and after, evidence for differential impairment of remote episodic memory: short report, 1227

**Transient hydrocephalus**, acute, in carbon monoxide poisoning: correspondence, 567

**Transient hypeaemic response**, and autoregulation, in subarachnoid haemorrhage, 574 abs

**Transient ischaemic attack syndromes**, lacunar, pathogenetic and prognostic features, 1265

**Transient ischaemic attacks**
can long term outcome of individual patients be predicted accurately? 752
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suspected, cost-effective investigations: matters arising, 325

**Transient partial verbal amnesia**: correspondence, 1234

**Transnal transphenoidal approach**, direct, to pituitary fossa, audit, 1332 abs

**Transplantation**, organ, CNS aspergillosis, clinicopathological study, 188

**Transspenoidal surgery** versus octreotide treatment for acromegaly, 1332 abs

**Transsaccular herniation**, is vertical displacement necessary? lesson of the month, 932

**Transthyretin gene mutations**, in amyloid neuropathy, British and French patients: short report, 694

**Tremor**
assessment in clinical trials, 728 abs
combined clinical and neurophysiological approach: editorial, 839
and levodopa induced dyskinesias, in Parkinson’s disease, chronic thalamic stimulation improves, 268

modulation by supramaximal electrical median nerve shocks, 1085
and onset of rapid voluntary contraction in Parkinson’s disease, relationship between, 782
severity, assessing, 868

**Trigeminal neuralgia**
of the Countess of Northumberland, and John Locke, 45
fifth nerve compression, MRA can identify, 1336 abs
treated by microvascular decompression, 571 abs

**Trigeminal primary afferent fibres**, evidence for presynaptic inhibition: correspondence, 424

**Tumour necrosis factor**, presence in CSF and plasma after severe head injury, 572 abs

**Tyrosinaemia type I**, peripheral neuropathy as presenting feature, effectively treated with an inhibitor of 4-hydroxyphenylpyruvate dioxygenase: lesson of the month, 1129

**U**

**Unconscious patient**, management, 589

**Unconsciousness**, nontraumatic cause, course and outcome, 407

**Unilateral neglect**, fatigue versus disengagement: short report, 717

**Upper motor neuron syndrome**, soleus H-reflex tests and clinical signs, 776

**Urinary symptoms** and neurological features of bladder dysfunction, multiple sclerosis, 245

**V**

**Vasculitis**, CNS, in progressive systemic sclerosis, cyclosporin A therapy: correspondence, 720

**Vasospasm**, anterior cerebral artery, transcranial Doppler detection, 906

**Vegetative state** of nontraumatic aetiology, course and outcome, 407

**Ventricular system**, new instrumentation for assembly of shunts, 571 abs

**Vertebrobasilar ischaemia**, acute upside down reversal of vision: correspondence, 423

**Vigabatrin**
and depression: short report, 925

**effect on sedation and cognitive function in refractory epilepsy, 1271

**Vision**
acute upside down reversal, in vertebrobasilar ischaemia: correspondence, 423

**recovery following surgery for pituitary adenoma and craniohypogia, 223 abs

**Visual failure**, acute, management, 234

**Visual neglect**, selection of acute stroke patients for treatment, 463

**Visuospatial ability**, and perceptual motor function, relationship between, Parkinson’s disease, 400

**Vitamin C**, intermittent high-dose therapy in HTLV-I associated myelopathy: short report, 1213

**Voluntary movements**, rhythm, in Parkinson’s disease, influence of external timing cues, 1078

**Voluntary nystagmus**, and head tremor: short report, 1321

**W**

**Wegener’s granulomatosis**, and Horner’s syndrome, report of four cases, 897

**West Birmingham stroke project**, alcohol consumption, cardiovascular risk factors and stroke, 458

**Whiplash syndrome**, chronic, subdural cerebral lesions? correspondence, 1328

**Wilson’s disease**, in Republic of Ireland, epidemiological study: short report, 298

**Writer’s tremor**, primary, historical description, 1275

**X**

**X-linked recessive bulbospinal neuronopathy**, very late onset: correspondence, 832

**Z**

**Zygoma**, mobilisation facilitates basilar artery aneurysm surgery, 1330 abs